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Abstract—In this paper we deﬁne a simulation-driven process
to improve the design of real-time control systems. The process
aims at exploring the interplay betwen control performance and
real-time behavior of control tasks. The traditional design ﬂows
based on the deﬁnition of implicit tasks deadlines on control
functions are extended to include the exploration of relaxed
deadlines and order of execution constraints. Relaxed deadlines,
coupled with an optimization approach to ﬁnd feasible task sets,
allow the exploration and evaluation of different task implementations. The deﬁnition of relaxed deadlines and the evaluation
of task implementations is performed using the T-Res (Time and
Resource) scheduling simulation framework [21] under Simulink.
The problem is deﬁned as a quadratic optimization problem using
a tight upper bound formulation of the task response times. The
application of the method to a quadcopter case study shows how
the consideration of the control performance in the deﬁnition of
the timing parameters of interest can lead to an improved design.
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Fig. 1: Simulink model of the quadcopter ﬂight-control scheme
(adapted from [22])

I NTRODUCTION

with a given period and under the synchronous assumption,
that is, each reaction must complete before the next event in
the system.

The design of real-time control systems is typically performed in two steps. First, the control system is designed as a
graph of functional blocks activated at a given rate (sampling
period). Then, the software implementation is designed as a
set of real-time tasks in charge of executing the functional
code. The sampling periods of the functions, determined in the
control design phase, become timing constraints in the software
implementation phase, and deadlines are often assumed as
implicit, meaning that each task instance must complete before
the next activation. The software designer must deﬁne a
feasible task set where each task meets its deadline.

In our sample quadcopter system, the physical system is
represented by the white box on the right (Quadrotor). The
other subsystems represent (left to right): the generator of the
setpoints of the desired trajectory, the position, yaw, altitude
and attitude control loops and the merger of the control actions
to drive the actuators. They have different execution rates, that
range from 10 Hz for reading (generating) set-points to 50
Hz for controlling the vehicle attitude. The quadcopter model
is used as a running example and case study throughout the
paper.

In real-time control systems, however, the interplay of the
control performance, timing constraints and scheduling effects
can be somewhat subtle and the traditional design ﬂow may
be ineffective and result in deadlines tighter than necessary. To
clarify this point let us introduce a case study of a quadcopter
system adapted from [22] and developed in Simulink. The
Simulink language by Mathworks is often used in the industry
to model the (continuous time) set of differential equations
deﬁning the dynamics of the controlled system (or Plant)
and the (discrete-time) model of the controller functionality,
to be implemented in software. The Simulink model of the
quadcopter system is shown in Figure 1.

When the model is implemented in code, two code functions are generated for each subsystem: one performs its
initialization at startup, and another (called Step) dynamically
performs the update of the subsystem outputs and state at each
periodic execution of the control loop.
The simulation results retain their validity upon condition
that the implementation preserves the execution semantics. The
functions implementing the subsystems must be activated at
a rate matching the logical time speciﬁcation of the model,
they must execute in an order consistent with the input-output
dependencies of the model and the code implementation of
each subsystem must complete before the next trigger event.

The Simulink model of the controller functionality contains
a set of subsystem blocks, representing the processing to be
performed at each iteration of the control loop. In Simulink,
these computations are speciﬁed as executing in logical time
978-1-4799-8937-9/15 $31.00 © 2015 IEEE
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The ﬁrst constraint is taken into account by executing
the subsystem functions in tasks activated with a period that
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corresponds to the subsystem period. The order of execution is
satisﬁed by executing the predecessor subsystem code before
the successor (when running in the same task) or by executing
the predecessor in a task with higher priority. Finally, the last
requirement translates into deadlines that apply to the tasks
running the control code (each task must have a deadline
smaller than or equal to its period).

time formulation that is obtained from schedulability analysis
theory as a set of linear constraints. Different metrics are tried
and evaluated according to the simulated performance results.
Different mappings considering both minimal deadlines and
relaxed deadlines are considered.
In the third stage, the task mappings obtained as optimal
solutions by the MILP solver are evaluated using the T-Res
framework, to estimate the control performance and compare
the effectiveness of different metric functions and approaches.

When an implementation according to these rules is not
possible because the resulting task set would not be schedulable, the designer is forced to explore other options, including
possibly relaxing deadlines and allowing for additional delays
in the control functions.

B. Related work

Previous work [26] in the context of real-time task design
optimization has focused on the assumption of implicit deadlines, performing the assignment of the subsystem functions
to tasks in such a way that a timing metric (typically latencydependent) is optimized. However, a task conﬁguration that is
only optimized with respect to timing metrics can easily be
inefﬁcient.

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature
to optimize control performance under schedulability constraints. In [3], tasks periods are selected to optimize control
performance on a monoprocessor system with the EDF unit
utilization bound. The work is extended in [5] by considering
the impact of control delays on performance. In [11], task periods are dynamically adapted to optimize the performance of
controls within the schedulability boundary for a uniprocessor
platform.

A. Aim of this work
In this work we deﬁne a simulation-driven process intended
to improve the design ﬂow of real-time control systems. The
deﬁned process aims at exploring the interplay between control
performance and real-time behavior for a better design.

The study of the optimal priority-based network scheduling
with respect to controls performance can be found in [9].
In [6], a genetic algorithm is used to select task periods and
scheduling to optimize the control performance on a distributed
platform. An extension of the algorithm applies to FlexRay
networks [10]. In [7], task sampling periods and bus scheduling
are synthesized for distributed time-triggered (FlexRay-based)
platforms. The sampling periods are enumerated from a set
of possible values and the problem is solved by integer linear
programming (ILP). Most recently, in [12], both the control
quality (in the average-case) and the control robustness (in the
worst-case) are considered in the exploration of sampling periods, system scheduling and control synthesis. The controller
periods are optimized by using the coordinated search method
combined with the direct search method.

To represent computation and communication delays in
Simulink, a possible solution is provided by the TrueTime
toolbox [31]. TrueTime allows to model multi-task real-time
kernels and networks in Simulink models of networked embedded control systems, and study the impact of lateness and
deadline misses on controls. In TrueTime, the task model and
the control logic are coded as a set of MATLAB functions. As
a result, the integration of TrueTime with existing Simulink
control toolboxes and models is difﬁcult and requires substantial rewriting.
T-Res [21] is a novel Simulink-based co-simulation framework that enables the evaluation of the impact of latency
and jitter on the performance of control functions. in T-Res
the scheduler and task model are explicitly represented by
Simulink blocks, interacting with the blocks of the functional
model. Accordingly, T-Res integrates seamlessly with existing
Simulink models and toolboxes, with only limited and localized changes.
Our design process is in three stages. In the ﬁrst stage,
relaxed deadlines are obtained on an estimate of control
performance with respect to latency. Simulations are performed
on the Simulink model of the controller by applying increasing
delays on the output ports of each subsystem, one subsystem
at a time. The simulation runs aim at estimating the maximum
delay that can be applied to each subsystem in isolation before
the control performance deteriorates in an unacceptable way.

Most of related works deﬁne design processes based on
an analytical formulation of control and real-time scheduling
co-design problem. They are tied on speciﬁc control-oriented
performance metrics, usually from the optimal-control theory.
Our approach couples MILP with simulation. In general, simulation allows to capture effects like cache faults, preemption
of message transmission attempts, task migration delays, ﬁnite
copy time of messages between driver and adapter levels,
etc., that are difﬁcult to model analytically. We synthesize
SW implementations of controls by solving multiple MILP
problems with different criteria and constraints related to realtime performances. Then, we use simulation to evaluate the
effects of the different SW implementations on the control performances, and select the implementation having the smallest
impact.

In the second stage, the mapping (or implementation)
of subsystems onto periodic tasks scheduled by priority is
computed using an optimization formulation. To ﬁnd an effective mapping (functions into tasks and priority assignment to
tasks) we encode the problem as a mathematical optimization
process. The problem is quadratic, but formulated as a MixedInteger Linear Programming (MILP), encoding the response

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
describe the system model. In Section III, we describe the
simulation framework and the computation of the relaxed
deadlines. In Section IV we describe the optimization model, in
particular the considered constraints and the optimized metrics.
In Section V the proposed approach is run on the quadcopter
case study. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section VI.
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II.

computed as (from [23], a straightforward extension of the
task-based formulation for periodic tasks in [1]):

S YSTEM MODEL

We consider systems with a single CPU, on which a set
of n functions F = {f1 , f2 , . . . fn } obtained as the code
implementation of Simulink models must be executed. Each
function fi is the code implementation of a subsystem si (for
convenience we assign the same index to a subsystem and its
function) and has a worst-case execution time (WCET) Ci > 0
and a period Pi > 0 (matching the period of the subsystem
they realize), i = 1, . . . , n.

r i = Ci +

ri =

The priority level πi that is assigned to each task τi .
Priorities deﬁne a total order on tasks. By extension,
the priority level of any function executed by τi is also
πi .

Ci +




Cj + j∈hp(i) Cj (1 − Uj ) − γi

1 − j∈hp(i) Uj

j∈prec(i)

(2)

where Uj = Cj /Pj is the utilization of function fj , and γi is
deﬁned as:
γi =

A partition of functions f1 , . . . , fn on tasks
T1 , . . . , Th , h ≤ n: each function is assigned to
exactly one task. The functions are called by the task
in order.

•

(1)

j∈hp(i)

2) Deadlines larger than the interarrival times: When the
system also allows for functions response times that are larger
than periods, that is, when a task may be activated again when
it is still awaiting its completion, the previous formula (1) may
be optimistic and the exact formulation (as in [24]) requires
considering all the task activations in the busy period of level
πi . The exact formulation becomes very difﬁcult to encode in
a formal linear or convex optimization formulation and it is
therefore discarded in favor of a recent upper bound ri ≥ ri ,
as deﬁned in [2].

A mapping is determined by:

An order of execution of functions within a task.

  ri 
Cj
Pj

where prec(i) is the set of functions that are in the same task
as fi but invoked before it, and hp(i) indicates the set of all
functions executed by tasks with priority higher than the task
implementing fi .

We deﬁne the set of all graph paths P = {p1 , p2 , . . . pq }
from a source to a sink.

•

Cj +

j∈prec(i)

Simulink subsystems communicate by exchanging signals.
In the code implementation these signals are realized as (possibly shared) communication variables. Each signal has a sender
and a destination subsystem/function. In the model simulation,
it is transmitted in zero logical time. Signals dependencies
correspond to order of execution constraints when the outputs
of the receiver subsystem are computed as a function of its
input values (as opposed to its state only). Functions and
signals can thus be represented as a directed acyclic graph
in which nodes are functions and edges are signals. We use
the notation fi → fj to indicate that fj must execute after
fi according to the transitive closure of the order of execution
constraints. Sink functions are those functions that do not have
successors in the graph, and source functions have at least
one signal that is not received from any predecessor (meaning
that they process information coming from sensors, or external
input.)

•





min{Pj , Pk }Uj Uk

(3)

j,k∈hp(i),j<k

III.

T IME AND R ESOURCE AWARE S IMULATION IN
S IMULINK

The evaluation of the performance of the control functions
by simulation, considering the functions and tasks execution
times and scheduling delays is performed in Simulink using
the T-Res [21] co-simulation framework. T-Res is designed
according to object-oriented design patterns to provide the
integration of the Simulink simulation engine with a real-time
scheduling simulator that complies with a simple event API.

Inter-task communications are performed through ﬁnite
length buffers with suitable size [28]. A function samples its
inputs (resp. produces its output) at execution start (resp. end).

T-Res is implemented as a set of custom blocks representing the scheduler and the tasks that execute at all major
steps. Every time a major step occurs, the block implementing
the scheduler within the operating system kernel is invoked
and processes (if there is any) the task arrival events. Next, it
queries the scheduling simulator to determine future events
(execution completions and context switches) and uses the
Simulink API to deﬁne major steps in the simulation at all
the points in time in which a task scheduling event occurs.

A. Response time analysis
The performance of the code implementation of the control
algorithms depends on their latencies and jitter, which are in
turn dependent on the response times of the functions. In order
to estimate these response times, we make use of established
and recent results on schedulability analysis.

Tasks execute according to a model of (time-consuming)
computations. In T-Res the execution of a task proceeds
according to units called segments that correspond to the
execution of the functions that are called by the task main code
and implement the subsystems in the model. Each segment
is identiﬁed by an execution time and all segments execute
in a sequence. Segments represent the execution of Simulink
subsystems and their execution order in a task must match

1) Deadlines within the interarrival times: When response
times are guaranteed (by construction or by adding constraints)
to be less than or equal to periods, the worst case response
time of each function can be computed in correspondence
to its critical instant, when the task in which it executes is
activated at the same time with all other higher priority tasks.
Analytically, the worst-case response time ri of fi can be
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The control strategy involves multiple nested loops that
compute the required thrust and torques so that the quadcopter
moves to the desired set-points. Each control loop is a Simulink
subsystem executing at its rate. A sufﬁx _si is appended at
the name of each control subsystem in the ﬁgure to identify its
code implementation fi . In the following, for sake of simplicity, we will use the numeric indices of subsystems to refer to
the corresponding functions in the SW task implementation.

the order of execution of subsystems. The time duration
of each segment corresponds to the execution time of the
code implementing the subsystem. The start and completion
times of the segments correspond to the times in which the
corresponding subsystems read or sample their inputs and
produce their outputs.

The periods of the subsystems and functions are: P1 =
100ms, P2 = 20ms, P3 = 20ms, P4 = 50ms, P5 = 25ms and
P6 = 20ms.

To synchronize in Simulink the completion of the segments
with the production of the output values, the activation of the
Simulink subsystems is changed from periodic to function
activated and a latch barrier is added on all their outputs.
Figure 2 shows the activation mechanism: when a segment
starts executing, the subsystem is activated; the output signals
are latched and enabled when the segment terminates. The
signals activating a subsystem (and its input sampling) and
its output latch are generated by the task blocks upon the
beginning of the execution and the completion of the task
segment.
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For our function allocation and task conﬁguration problem
we extend the MILP formulations in [25] [26] [29]. All these
papers considered deadlines lower than or equal to periods.
We generalize the model to arbitrary deadlines.
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Fig. 5: Values of delays for f6 (top) and f2 (bottom) for which
the performance is signiﬁcantly compromised.

Optimization variables
To determine a mapping, a task must be assigned to each
function, a priority must be assigned to each task, and an
execution order must be deﬁned for functions executed in the
same task. The task mapping and task priority assignment are
deﬁned by a single set of priority values assigned to functions.
Each priority value is implicitly assigned and identiﬁes a single
task. The function priority deﬁnes at the same time the task into
which it executes and its priority level. Given that the priority
assignment deﬁnes a total order, we do not assign absolute
priority values, but rather a priority order.

is computed for each function fi
A relaxed deadline
by estimating the maximum delay that it can experience in isolation, i.e., assuming an ideal execution of the other functions,
before the control performance deteriorates in an unacceptable
way. To estimate Dimax , each function fi is considered as
the only time-consuming computation activity in the system
and its delay before writing on ports is incremented, until
the control becomes unstable, or the deviation from the pure
functional control (i.e., the control where all functions execute
in zero time, including fi ) is so large that the performance is
considered unacceptable.
Dimax

Priorities are deﬁned by variables πi,j , i, j = 1, . . . , n:


Figure 4 shows the model conﬁguration to compute the
relaxed deadline of f2 , by using T-res. A single periodic task
(Task1), executes f2 with a variable computation delay/execution time, deﬁned as a variable in the Matlab workspace
and incremented across multiple simulations, until an approximation of D2 is found.

πi,j =

1 if πi > πj
0 otherwise

A sequence order on functions assigned to the same task
(i.e. with the same priority) is deﬁned by variables σi,j , i, j =
1, . . . , n:


Figure 5 shows the control performance when varying the
response time of functions f6 and f2 (in isolation), respectively
indicated by r6 and r2 . The top side shows the impact of
r6 on the altitude (Z) control. The control performs well
until r6 is incremented to 41ms, when it suddenly becomes
unstable and makes the quadcopter fall down on the ground.
The bottom side of Figure 5 shows the effects of increasing
r2 with respect to the XY path following. The graph shows
the norm of the difference of the controlled position with
respect to the pure functional control, indicated as XYerr ,
versus time. For r2 = 30ms the difference is small at steadystate (black dashed line), and the control performance is
acceptable. It becomes larger as r2 increases, and reaches a
signiﬁcant steady-state value for r2 = 90ms (continuous-thin
black line). There are also small peaks in the range 0–5 sec.,
that indicate a further deviation from the original simulation
results in the early phases of the application of the control
action. For r2 = 120ms, XYerr   5cm at steady state and
peaks are even larger. The control performance is considered
unacceptable for r2 > 120ms.

σi,j =

1 if πi = πj and fi → fj
0 otherwise

The πi,j and σi,j assignments must be constrained in such
a way that the transitive and antireﬂexive properties hold for
priority and order assignments (omitted here, see [26] for a
description).
A. Constraints
A necessary requirement for a mapping is to ensure the
schedulability of all the functions, i.e. the following constraints
must be satisﬁed:
ri ≤ Di , i = 1, . . . , n

(4)

where ri denotes the response time of function fi , i =
1, . . . , n. Response times are computed as described in Section II-A.

The procedure is repeated for the other functions implementing the ﬂight-control logic. As a result, the relaxed deadlines are: D1max = 500ms, D2max = 120ms, D3max = 40ms,
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Deadlines less than or equal to periods
When the response times are less than the periods, Equation (1) applies. The MILP encoding of (1) is (as in [30])
ri = Ci +

n


σj,i Cj +

j=1
j=i

n


and the following constraints:
πj,i Cj Ij,i

(5)

j=1
j=i

μj,q,i ≤ πj,i
μj,q,i ≤ πq,i
πj,i + πq,i ≤ μj,q,i + 1

where integer variable Ij,i represents the possible number
of interferences of (possibly higher priority) function fj on fi .
The variable Ij,i is deﬁned by the bounds
ri /Pj ≤ Ij,i < ri /Pj + 1

(6)
ri =

ri πj,i Uj + Ci +

j=1
j=i

n


σj,i Cj +

j=1
j=i

n


n−1


n


σj,i Cj +

j=1
j=i

n−1


n


n


πj,i Cj (1 − Uj ) − γi

j=1
j=i

μj,q,i min(Pj , Pq ) Uj Uq

(18)

(19)

(7)
In addition, the mapping must be performed in such a way
that all functions in a task have the same period. For any pair
of functions {fi , fj } it must be

πj,i πq,i min(Pj , Pq ) Uj Uq

πi = πj ⇒ Pi = Pj ,

(8)

j=1 q=j+1
j=i q=i

encoded in MILP form by the following constraint:

Equations (7) and (8) are not linear (quadratic) due to the
products of the optimization variables. To linearize Equation
(7), we introduce a real variable ρj,i that accounts for the
product ri πj,i and is deﬁned using the big M formulation
that is typically used to encode conditional constraints.
ρj,i =


ri
0

if πj,i = 1
otherwise

πi,j + πj,i = 1 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, such that Pi = Pj
(20)
Finally, the last set of constraints deals with the need of
preserving the order of execution of functions. For any pair of
functions {fi , fj } such that fi → fj in some path, we have:

(9)

πi ≥ πj ∨ (πi = πj ∧ σi,j = 1),

The value of ρj,i is determined by the following constraints:
ρj,i
ρj,i
ρj,i
ρj,i

n


j=1 q=j+1
j=i q=i

where:
γi =

ρj,i Uj + Ci +

γi =

πj,i Cj (1 − Uj ) − γi

j=1
j=i

n

j=1
j=i

In this case, Equation (2) is expressed as:
n


(15)
(16)
(17)

Finally, Equations (7) and (8) are replaced by:

Deadlines possibly larger than periods

ri =

1 if πj,i = 1 ∧ πq,i = 1
0 otherwise

μj,q,i =

≥0
≤ ri
≤ M πj,i
≥ ri − M (1 − πj,i )

represented by the following constraints:
For all i, j = 1, . . . , n, such that fi → fj in some path:

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

πj,i = 0
σj,i = 0
σi,j = 1 − πi,j

n


Cj (2 − Uj )

(22)
(23)
(24)

B. Optimization metrics

where M is any constant greater than ri . A suitable value
for M is (from an upper bound on Equation (2)).
M=

(21)

We consider three optimization metrics based on path
latency, intuitively corresponding to the worst case end-to-end
response on a given path. The latency of path pi is denoted as
Li and computed as [26]:

(14)

j=1

Li =

In a similar way, to linearize Equation (8), we introduce the
variable μj,q,i :


fj ∈pi
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Pj + r j

(25)

We consider the classical average latency and maximum
latency metrics for minimization.
q
Metric 1. Average latency (AL): 1q i=1 Li
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Fig. 6: A task implementation model for the quadcopter
example

C ASE STUDY

In the optimization of the task implementation of our
quadcopter example, we consider ﬁve conﬁgurations, with
different execution times, each represented in the following
table (all times are in ms, the last column shows the total
system utilization Ut , ranging from 84% to 99% - overload
conditions are not considered):
C1
3
2
3
2
2
100
500

pr_d

[S3]

state vector

fj ∈pi

I84
I92
I94
I94b
I99
Dimin
Dimax

[[T_4]
[T

[S2]

f() activ

tau_y w

where D(pi ) is the deadline of path pi , computed as:

V.

[F1]

[S4]]
[F4]

[[T_5]
[T

[F2]

R_y

[S1]

Task_f5
[A_236]

Task_f4
[S2]

[S5]]
[F5]

f() activ
next_instr_dur

[[T_1]
[T

[A_4]

next_instr_dur

xy_d f()

0

[S1]]
[F1]

Task_f1

f() activ

[T_236]

Metric 3. Maximizing the minimum fractional slack
D(pi ) − Li
, which is equivalent (through
(FS): max min
i=1,...,q
D(pi )
simple math) to minimize the maximum relative latency:
Li
max
.
i=1,...,q D(pi )

Pj + D j

next_instr_dur

[T]

[T_4]

[A_5]

f() activ

[T_1]

Another optimization metric that attempts at easing future
extensibility, is the maximization of the minimum slack. We
considering the fractional slack (relative to the D term), in
order to have a normalized objective function.

D(pi ) =

activ

Kernel

Metric 2. Maximum latency (ML): maxi=1,...,q Li



[
[A_1]
]
[
[A_5]
]
[
[A_4]
]
[A_236]

duration

C6
2
2
1
2
2
20
40

Ut
0.84
0.92
0.94
0.94
0.99

The ﬁrst step to the software synthesis is to compute an
optimal mapping for each possible conﬁguration, that preserves
constraints (4) with Di = Dimin and (22)–(24) (preservation
of execution order). The solver could not compute any feasible
mapping for the ﬁve conﬁgurations. To obtain a feasible
mapping, we explored two possible relaxations of the model:
an execution that violates the order of execution
among subsystems, denoted as Ro and,

•

an implementation Rd that allows Di = Dimax , i =
1, . . . , n.

Model Ro is obtained by relaxing the execution order
preservation constraints (Equations 22, 23, 24);

•

Model Rd is obtained by setting Di = Dimax , i =
1, . . . , n;

•

Model Rod is obtained by relaxing the execution order
preservation constraints (Equations 22, 23, 24) and
setting Di = Dimax , i = 1, . . . , n.

For each of these three problems we tried the three
candidate optimization functions. The nine resulting MILP
formulations are solved for each of the ﬁve execution time
conﬁgurations described before. The MILPs are solved with
an IBM ILOG Cplex 12.6 solver. The computed mappings
and the results are summarized in Table I. In the table, AL
indicates the results when maximizing the average latency, ML
for the optimization of the maximum latency, and FS for the
maximum fractional slack. The notation for the results is as
follows. Tasks are listed from higher to lower priority; for
each task, the function indexes mapped onto it are shown. For
example, [6],[1],[2,3],[5],[4] indicates that the highest priority
task executes function f6 , the next task executes function
f1 , then another lower priority task executes f2 and f3 in
sequence, then a task executes f5 and ﬁnally the lowest priority
task executes f4 . When multiple optimal solutions are found,
they are all listed in the corresponding cell.

A. Exploration strategies

•

•

The highest utilization conﬁguration is only feasible when
Di = Dimax , i = 1, . . . , n. Also, different relaxation methods
and different metrics functions can bring to substantially different conﬁgurations, even for our relatively simple case study.
The task of the performance evaluation stage is to understand
which relaxation strategy and which metric function work best.

In the exploration of the possible solutions, we allow
executions that violate the order prescribed by the Simulink
semantics (Ro ). Order violations may results in data (control
samples) loss by overwriting or skipping. The effect is similar
to a disturbance that may be tolerated by the control systems.

B. Modeling mappings in Simulink

We therefore solved three optimization problems by combining these two relaxations:

We use the T-Res co-simulation framework to evaluate
the quality of the implementation options (task mappings),
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TABLE I: Table of all computed mappings.

I84

I92

I94

I94b

I99

Ro
Rod
AL [6],[1],[2,3],[5],[4] [6],[1],[4],[2,3],[5]
ML [6],[1],[2,3],[5],[4] [1],[4],[6,2,3],[5]
FS [6,2,3],[5],[4],[1] [6,3],[5],[2],[4],[1]
[6,3],[5],[1],[2],[4]
[6,3],[1],[5],[2],[4]
[6,3],[5],[2],[1],[4]
AL [6,3,2],[5],[4],[1] [6],[1],[4],[3,2],[5]
ML [6,2,3],[5],[4],[1] [1],[4],[6,2,3],[5]
[6,3,2],[5],[4],[1]
FS [6,2],[5],[3],[4],[1] [6,3],[5],[2],[1],[4]
[6,2,3],[5],[4],[1] [6,3],[1],[5],[2],[4]
[6,3],[5],[1],[2],[4]
[6,3],[5],[2],[4],[1]
AL [6,3,2],[5],[4],[1] [6],[1],[4],[3,2],[5]
ML [6,2,3],[5],[4],[1] [6],[1],[4],[2,3],[5]
[6,3,2],[5],[4],[1] [6],[1],[4],[3,2],[5]
FS [6,2],[5],[3],[4],[1] [6,3],[5],[2],[1],[4]
[6,3],[5],[2],[4],[1] [6,3],[1],[5],[2],[4]
[6],[5],[3,2],[4],[1] [6,3],[5],[1],[2],[4]
[6,3,2],[5],[4],[1]
AL [6,3,2],[5],[4],[1] [6],[1],[4],[3,2],[5]
ML [6,2,3],[5],[4],[1] [1],[4],[6,3,2],[5]
[6,3,2],[5],[4],[1] [1],[4],[6,2,3],[5]
FS [6,3,2],[5],[4],[1] [6,3],[5],[2],[1],[4]
[6,2,3],[5],[4],[1] [6,3],[5],[1],[2],[4]
[6,3],[1],[5],[2],[4]
AL
[6],[1],[4],[3,2],[5]
ML
[1],[4],[6,3,2],[5]
Infeasible
FS

% Description of
task_set_descr =
% type
’PeriodicTask’,
’PeriodicTask’,
’PeriodicTask’,
’PeriodicTask’,

Rd
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[5],[4],[2,3,6]

timing properties of task
{...
%iat
%ph % prio
100*0.001, 0.0, 0; ...
25*0.001, 0.0, 10; ...
50*0.001, 0.0, 5; ...
20*0.001, 0.0, 15; ...};

set
%
%
%
%

Task_f1
Task_f5
Task_f4
Task_f2f3f6

% Sequences of pseudo instructions (I94b )
f1_instrs = {’fixed(0.002)’}; % f1
f5_instrs = {’fixed(0.006)’}; % f5
f4_instrs = {’fixed(0.004)’}; % f4
f2f3f6_instrs = {...
’fixed(0.005)’; ...
% f2
’fixed(0.005)’; ...
% f3
’fixed(0.002)’; ... };
% f6

[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[5],[4],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]

Fig. 7: Conﬁguration of Kernel and Task blocks to model
mapping [1], [4], [5], [2,3,6] for I94b .

[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[5],[4],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]

mapping [1], [4], [5], [2,3,6] (lower numbers indicate higher
priorities) and sets the computation time of each function
according to instance I94b .
Similar Simulink models and Matlab code conﬁgurations
of the blocks Kernel and Task enable the representation of
all the mappings in Table I.

[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]

C. Performance evaluation
Figures 8–9 show the measure of the absolute difference
of the controlled variables values between the task implementations (with execution and scheduling delays) and the pure
functional design. On top, the ﬁgures show the norm of the
difference XYerr  in the controlled XY variables (XY-path
following). At the bottom, they show the absolute value of
the difference of the controlled altitude |Zerr |. Lower errors
indicate better results.

[1],[5],[4],[2,3,6]

[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[1],[5],[4],[2,3,6]
[6,3],[4],[1],[5],[2] [1],[4],[5],[2,3,6]
[6,3],[5],[1],[4],[2]

The use of different metrics in Ro and Rd has no signiﬁcant
impact on the control performance. This is probably due to the
size of the case study and the restrictions of such models.

returned as optimal solutions by the MILP solver, with respect
to the control performances. Figure 6 shows the Simulink
scheme that models a run-time implementation of the controls
with four periodic tasks executed by a priority-based RT kernel
(in which functions f2 , f3 , f6 are realized by one task and all
other functions have a dedicated task). Task_f1 runs every
100ms and reads the set-points (f1 ). Task_f2f3f6 uses the
set-points and the current state of the vehicle to perform the
position control. Every 20ms, it executes the position loop (f2 ),
the attitude loop (f3 ) and the control mixer (f6 ), in sequence.
Finally, Task_f4 and Task_f5 use the same information to
perform yaw (f4 ) and altitude control (f5 ) with a period of
50ms and 25ms, respectively.

Figure 8a shows the results for the mapping obtained by
optimizing the maximum fractional slack metric. The dashed
lines represent the performance when the order of execution
is relaxed (Ro ), whereas continuous lines correspond to the
case of relaxed deadlines (Rd ). Only instances I92 and I94
are shown in the ﬁgure, respectively as dark and light lines,
since they are representative of the behaviour of all cases
Ro and Rd and high processor utilizations (U ≥ 92%). Ro
generates mappings with worse performances. This is clearly
visible for the altitude control. The trajectory control exhibit
two kinds of behaviours: either the dashed line is strictly higher
than the continuous one (U = 92%), or the two lines nearly
converge at steady-state but the dashed one has an initial peak
(U = 94%). This is due to f1 having the lowest priority, which
occurs in most Ro mappings (see Table I). In those cases the
vehicle is forced to follow a wrong reference trajectory at the
beginning of the control application, and this causes a large
deviation (peak) from the simulation results obtained with the
pure functional design. Function f1 has the lowest priority in
most Ro mappings because of the tight deadlines of the other
functions. The low priority of f1 corresponds to a violation of
the execution order. The solutions found with both relaxations

The model in Figure 6 can represent all the mappings in
the last column of Table I with a suitable deﬁnition of task
priorities and functions computation times. The priorities of
the tasks and the execution times of the functions are speciﬁed
in conﬁguration variables in the Matlab workspace and set
as parameters of the Kernel and Task blocks. The top
side of Figure 7 shows a snapshot of the Matlab variable
that conﬁgures Kernel. It speciﬁes the task priorities for the
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individual paths and allows some responses to be quite large
while others can be very small.

20

The continuous lines in Figure 9 also show how different
mappings that are equivalent from the optimality point of view
for a given objective function (the maximum fractional slack
in this case) may exhibit different control performances. This
enforces the claim that it is important to co-design the system
and not simply design the control ﬁrst and then synthetize
its SW implementation, by merely dealing with the real-time
aspects and concerns of the design.

0.2
0.1
0
0

0.1

Fig. 9: Rod model, comparison of task conﬁgurations and
optimization metrics (U = 92%)
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(a) Difference in control accuracy with respect to ideal case: U ≥ 92%.
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(b) Difference in control accuracy with respect to ideal case: U = 84%

VI.

Fig. 8: Difference in control accuracy with respect to ideal
case

C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a simulation-driven optimization process for the implementation of real-time control software. The
experiments conducted on a quadcopter case study have clearly
shown that the consideration of the control performance for
real-time software design leads to better results. The presented experiments involved several tools with many manual
operations. In order to ﬂuidize the design and optimization
process, we aim to setup a toolchain integrating the design
and simulation tools with optimization engines. This work
based on model-driven solutions is ongoing. The resulting
automated toolchain will be used to perform a large number
of experiments. We intend to use the optimization results of
these experiments to identify efﬁcient design patterns for realtime control applications. Future investigation will include the
study of allocation policies and different scheduling options in
multi-core architectures.

enabled (Rod ) (not shown in Figure 8a) yield a performance
in between the two Rd and Ro cases.
A lower processor utilization (U = 84%) may increase the
solution space, and the model Ro yields to a mapping with a
very good performance in terms of trajectory following (dashed
line in Figure 8b).
In order to evaluate the performances of the different
metrics, we focus on the problem deﬁnition Rod , which yields
a larger solution space. Figure 9 shows the performance of
the solutions for case I92 (other instances have a similar
behaviour). The mapping with the best overall performance
(i.e., on both trajectory following and altitude control) is
[6,3], [1], [5], [2], [4], obtained by minimizing the maximum
fractional slack. This mapping produces a good performance
for the trajectory following, because the most critical functions
f1 and f6 have high priorities. It also has a good performance
in altitude control, because f5 is not too much delayed. In
case the task of trajectory following is considered to be more
critical than altitude control, optimizing the maximum latency
yields the best performance (dark dashed line in Figure 9).
Minimizing the average latency seems to yield the least performant mappings (light dashed line). This result is somewhat
expected, since this metrics is quite coarse: it does not target
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